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Abstract. We propose GP-zip2, a new approach to lossless data compression based on Genetic Programming
(GP). GP is used to optimally combine well-known lossless compression algorithms to maximise data compres-
sion. GP-zip2 evolves programs with multiple components. One component analyses statistical features extracted
by sequentially scanning the data to be compressed and divides the data into blocks. These blocks are projected
onto a two-dimensional Euclidean space via two further (evolved) program components. K-means clustering
is then applied to group similar data blocks. Each cluster is labelled with the optimal compression algorithm
for its member blocks. After evolution, evolved programs can be used to compress unseen data. The com-
pression algorithms available to GP-zip2 are: Arithmetic coding, Lempel-Ziv-Welch, Unbounded Prediction by
Partial Matching, Run Length Encoding, and Bzip2. Experimentation shows that the results produced by GP-zip2
are human-competitive, being typically superior to well-established human-designed compression algorithms in
terms of the compression ratios achieved in heterogeneous archive files.
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1. Introduction

Today we live in a digital era where information is created at an increasingly explosive
rate. For decades the demand for data storage and transfer has constantly stretched both
the hardware infrastructure of the Internet and available space on storage media to their
limits. Of course, in response to this, there has been a stable improvement of storage
and transmission technologies (e.g., Blue Ray CDs and fibre-optics networks). However,
the development and take up of these technologies is never fast enough to cope with user
needs [36].

Data compression [36, 34, 33] is one of many technologies that help overcome these
limitations. High-quality digital TV would not be possible without data compression: one
second of video transmitted or stored without compression using the traditional CCIR 601
standard (625 lines per frame, 720 samples per line) would need over 20 MB, i.e., 70
GB for a two-hour movie! Also, the clarity we experience in our phone calls and in the
music produced by our MP3 players would not be possible without data compression:
2 minutes of a uncompressed CD-quality (16 bit per sample) music would require more
about 80 MBs. Without compression uploading or downloading online videos and music
would consume prohibitive amounts of bandwidth and/or time. Even faxing documents
over ordinary phone lines would have not been possible without data compression.

So, what exactly is data compression? Data compression [36, 34, 33] is the process
of observing regularities in data streams and exploiting them to minimise the total length
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of the compressed file. Naturally, the process of compressing and decompressing files
takes time and costs CPU cycles and, so, one always needs to balance these costs against
the extra time and costs involved in the storage and transfer (to and from disk and/or via
a network) of uncompressed files. While in some domains it may be more attractive to
spend money on storage rather than on CPU cycles (for compression and decompression),
for most users of computers and other digital devices the balance is in favour of the use
of compressed files, particularly considering how many CPU cycles are wasted every day
in computers idling or running screen savers and the cost and difficulties in upgrading
disks. For example, upgrading the hard disk of a laptop requires technical competence and
a lengthy backup/restore procedure, which may even involve the complete re-installation
of all software packages, including the operating system, from the original disks.

A key question when deciding whether to use compression is how much can compres-
sion save. The answer depends on the compression model used and the type and amount
of redundancy in the given data [33]. This is particularly true for lossless compression,
the focus of this paper, where simple counting arguments show that a sort of no-free lunch
principle exists by which, unfortunately, no single compression algorithm is guaranteed
never to increase the size of a file. For example, if all possible files of length n could be
compressed to length m < n, how could the compression be lossless given that there are
2n files to reconstruct but only 2m (< 2n) possible compressed representations? Naturally,
in practice we never need to compress all possible files and ample regularities and redun-
dancies exist in the data to be compressed. These, however, are not all of the same nature
and in practice no single compression model works effectively for all data types. So, while
effective lossless compressions is definitely possible, it is very challenging because one
needs to ensure that there is a good match between the adopted compression model and the
regularities and redundancies in the data.

When a great deal is known about the regularities in the files to be compressed, e.g., in the
compression of audio, photo and video data, it is possible to find compression algorithms
that match such regularities almost optimally, thereby providing significant reductions in
file sizes. These algorithms are difficult to derive and are often the result of many person-
years of effort (e.g., the JPEG and MPEG standards have been developed for approximately
two decades). Nonetheless, these are so successful that effectively some types of data
are regularly saved, kept and transferred, only in compressed form, to be decompressed
automatically and transparently to the user only when loaded into applications that make
use of them (e.g., an MP3 player).

When the nature and regularities of the data to be compressed is less predictable or when
the user has to deal with heterogeneous sets of data, then a general purpose compression
system, while unavoidably less effective than the highly specialised ones mentioned above,
is the only option. Heterogeneous data sets occur in a variety of situations. For example,
a user may decide to use a compressed file system for his disk drive (a standard option
in many operating systems) to prolong its life, which implies that a mixture of file types
(possibly some of which, such as music and videos, are already in compressed form) need
to be kept in losslessly compressed form. Perhaps even more frequently, a computer user
may want to store multiple files in an archive file and then compress it to save space.
Also, compressing archives is often necessary to make it possible to email them to other
people given that many mail servers limit the size of each email to 10 or 15MB (even the
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generous Gmail limits emails to 25MB). Compression is essential also in large software
distributions, particularly of operating systems, where the size of the media (CD or DVD)
is fixed and compression is used to cram as much material as possible on one disk. Also,
there are nowadays many files with a complex internal structure that store data of different
types simultaneously (e.g., Microsoft Office documents, PDFs, computer games, HTML
pages with online images, etc.). All of these situations (and many more) require a general-
purpose lossless compression algorithm. These are important but also very difficult to
derive and a lot of research effort has been devoted to producing such algorithms. Several
such algorithms have been in the past (or are still today) covered by patents.

Of course, as we noted earlier, a truly general compression algorithm is impossible. So,
what is typically meant by “general purpose” in relation to a compression algorithm is
that the algorithm works well, on average, with the type of data typically handled by an
average computer user. This is both a strength and a weakness, though. It is a strength in
that using knowledge of typical use patterns allows the designers to “beat” the theoretical
limitations of lossless compression. It is a weakness because not all computer users store
and transfer the same proportion of files of each type. Also, proportions of files of each
type vary from computer to computer even for the same user (think, for example, of the
differences between the types of data stored in the computers used at work and in those at
home). It is clear that significant benefits could be accrued if a compression system, while
still remaining general purpose, could adapt to individual users and use patterns.

Also, the best current compression algorithms do to capture regularities in heterogeneous
data sets is to ensure files with each known extension are compressed with an algorithm
which on average works well on files with that extension. Some systems (but not all) may
even ensure each file in an archive is compressed with a supposedly good algorithm for
that type of file. However, no algorithm attempts to capture the differences in the internal
regularities within single files to any significant degree (more on this later). Yet, clearly,
exploiting these differences could markedly improve the compression achievable.

In this paper we investigate the idea of evolving general-purpose compression programs
that can improve over current compression systems by addressing the aforementioned lim-
itations in relation to heterogeneous data, particularly archive files. The objective is to be
able to distinguish different fragments in the data and optimally compress them using the
strengths of existing compression models to achieve higher compression.

Data compression is a highly sophisticated procedure. Therefore, evolving a data com-
pression algorithm is not an easy task. Nonetheless, few attempts have been made to use
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) to evolve data compression models obtaining good results
in comparison to other compression algorithms. So, after briefly reviewing some key clas-
sical compression algorithms, in section 2 we will review EA-based systems in detail. In
the same section we will also review two further techniques, GP-zip and GP-zip*, that
are predecessors of the system described in this paper, which we call GP-zip2. Although
the results obtained with GP-zip and GP-zip* were very encouraging, they suffered from
one major disadvantage: the compression process was very slow and impractical for large
files. This is common to other prior work where GP systems have been reported to be able
to achieve good results at evolving compression models but also to take several orders of
magnitude longer than standard approaches. Also, GP was used as a metaheuristic in GP-
zip and GP-zip*, i.e., we did not evolve compression algorithms but compressed versions
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of files. In Section 3 a detailed description of the new system, GP-zip2, which overcomes
these problems, is presented. This is followed by Section 4 which provides experimental
results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and suggests some possible future research.

2. Related work

In this section we some important classical and evolutionary compression algorithms.
Throughout the section and in the rest of the paper we use the notion of compression
ratio to quantify the reduction in the data size produced by a compression algorithm. This
is defined as 1 − (Compressed File Size)/(Uncompressed File Size).

2.1. Conventional Data Compression

Data compression is a huge area and it is impossible to review all important work in this
article. We will, however, briefly mention some key algorithms which are relevant to this
paper.

Typically data compression algorithms have been implemented through a two-pass ap-
proach. In the first pass, the algorithm collects information regarding the data to be
compressed. In the second pass, the actual encoding takes place. The famous Huffman
code [14], which is still frequently used nowadays, falls in this category. Arithmetic Cod-
ing (AC), the first improvement over Huffman’s code after a gap of 25 years [25], is also
in this category, the extra power over its predecessor deriving from its ability to exploit
longer-distance regularities in the data. AC will be used in GP-zip2.

This standard two-pass approach has been improved through so the called adaptive com-
pression, where the algorithm only needs one pass to compress the data [8]. The main idea
of adaptive compression algorithms is that the encoding scheme changes as the data are
being compressed. A key advantage of adaptive compression is that it does not require
the entire message to be loaded into the memory before the compression process can start.
The disadvantage, however, is that it involves intensive computational efforts. This idea
has been applied to Huffman coding [39] and AC [33]. Another adaptive compression is
Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) [6] which tries to predict the probability of a par-
ticular character being in a specific location from the n symbols previously occurred. The
actual encoding of the symbols is done with AC compression. An improved version of the
algorithm, called PPMD [7], will be used in GP-zip2.

In dictionary-based compression the main idea is to replace frequent substrings in the
data with references that match the data that has already been passed to the encoder. The
encoder creates a dictionary for the common sub-strings in the file and uses it as refer-
ence for the data. Algorithms in this category include the well-known Lempel-Ziv-Welch
(LZW) algorithm [40] which was effectively a refinement of an earlier compression sys-
tems known as LZ77 [44]. We use also LZW within GP-zip2.

In many real world applications, it is ineffective to use a single compression model to
exploit the regularities of the data. Therefore, a practical approach is to apply a composite
model. One way of composing compression algorithms is to run a number of compres-
sion algorithms successively. A very good composite compression system of this type is
Bzip2 [37]. It has been widely used in many commercial compression applications, such
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as WinZip [41]. In this algorithm, the data are compressed through several compression
and transformation techniques, including the Huffman coding. Bzip2 is generally con-
sidered among the best general-purpose compression algorithms, but it is relatively slow,
particularly in the compression phase. Also this algorithm is used within GP-zip2.

Before we move on to discuss compression algorithms based on EAs, we would like to
mention one non-evolutionary approach that attempted to capture the differences in the in-
ternal regularities within single files, with some degree of success. This idea was explored
in [13] where files were segmented into blocks of a fixed length (5 KB). If a block was
deemed to be compressible based on certain numerical quantities, the block was passed to
a modified Unix file command which attempted to determine the data’s type. Then each
compressible block was individually compressed with a good compression algorithm for
that type of data. In experimentation with 20 heterogeneous small test files (3MB in total)
the proposed system was able to outperform the best commercial compression system of
the time by a 5.6%, suggesting that the basic ideas of the approach were right. We are not
aware of any further exploration of this technique.1

2.2. Evolutionary Compression

Koza [20] was the first to use GP to perform compression. He considered the lossy com-
pression of images. The idea was to treat an image as a function of two variables (the
row and column of each pixel) and to use GP to evolve a function that matches as closely
as possible the original. One can then take the evolved function as a lossy compressed
version of the image. The technique, which was termed programmatic compression, was
tested on one small synthetic image with good success. Programmatic compression was
further developed and applied to realistic data (images and sounds) in [30].

In [23] the use of programmatic compression was extended from images to videos. A
program was evolved that generates intermediate frames of a video sequence. Each frame
is composed by a series of transformed regions from adjacent frames. Although a signifi-
cant improvement in compression was achieved, programmatic compression was very slow
in comparison with other known methods, the time needed for compression being mea-
sured in hours or even days. In [12] an optimal linear predictive technique was proposed.
The use of a simpler fitness function led to an acceleration in GP image compression.

Iterated Functions Systems (IFS) are important in the domain of fractals and the fractal
compression algorithms. [27] and [28] used GP to solve the inverse problem of identifying
a mixed IFS whose attractor is a specific binary image of interest. The evolved program
can be taken to represent the original image. In principle this can be further compressed.
The technique is lossy, since the inverse problem can rarely be solved exactly. No practical
application or compression ratio results were reported. Using similar principles, [35] used
GP to evolve affine IFSs whose attractors represent a binary image containing a square
(compressed exactly) and one containing fern (compressed with some errors).

Wavelets are frequently used in lossy image and signal compression. [19] used GP to
evolve wavelet compression algorithms. Internal nodes represented conjugate quadrate
filters and leaves represented quantisers. Results on a small set of real world images were
impressive, with the GP compression outperforming JPEG at all compression ratios.
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A first lossless compression technique was reported in [9], where GP was used to evolve
non-linear predictors for images. These were used to predict the gray level a pixel will
take based on the gray values of a subset of its neighbours (those that have already been
computed in a row-by-row and column-by-column scan of the image). The prediction
errors together with the model’s description represent a compressed version of the image.
In [9] these were further compressed using the Huffman encoding. Results on five images
from the NASA Galileo Mission database were very promising, with GP compression
outperforming some of the best human-designed lossless compression algorithms.

Compression algorithms often use dictionaries to perform compression. By choosing
suitable syllables for a dictionary it is possible to achieve a higher compression ratio than
with single characters. However, the space of possible syllable dictionaries is typically
immense. [38, 24] used Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to evolve dictionaries of syllables for
the Huffman coding and LZW. In many conditions the achieved compression ratios with
evolved dictionaries were superior to those of standard methods. Tests were performed
with Turkish [38], Czech and English [24].

Zaki and Sayed [43] used GP to improve the standard Huffman coding. The proposed
system utilised GP to find the most repetitive substrings within the text to be compressed.
The search population was a collection of nodes that describe different substrings. A Huff-
man tree was generated to encode high frequency substrings with shorter references. Re-
ported results demonstrated that the Huffman tree generated with this system was able to
achieve higher compression than the standard Huffman coding algorithm by small margins
in some of the cases.

In [31] Oroumchian et al. proposed an online text compression system for web applica-
tion based on a GA. The system utilises a GA to find the most repetitive N-grams within
the text and replaces them with shorter references. This allows the system to achieve high
compression ratios while minimising the total number of N-grams used. The proposed
method was tested on Persian text obtaining good results but no comparisons with other
compression techniques was reported.

In many compression algorithms some form of pre-processing or transformation of the
original data is performed before compression. This can improve compression ratios. [32]
evolved pre-processors for image compression using GP. The objective of the pre-processor
was to reduce losslessly the entropy in the original image. In tests with five images GP was
successful in significantly reducing image entropy. As verified via the application of bzip2,
the resulting images were easier to compress.

Recently we presented a lossless GP data compression system called GP-zip and a further
improvement called GP-zip* [17, 18]. We describe these predecessors of GP-zip2 below.

2.3. GP-zip and GP-zip*

GP-zip [17] automatically evolved data compression algorithms which were specific for
each data file. The system took advantage of existing compression techniques. The basic
idea was to divide the target data file into blocks of a predefined length and ask GP to iden-
tify the best possible compression technique for each block. The primitive set of GP-zip
included five compression algorithms: Arithmetic Coding [42], Lempel-Ziv-Welch [45],
unbounded Prediction by Partial Matching [7], Run Length Encoding (RLE) [10] and
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Boolean Minimisation [15] — an algorithm developed by the first author as part of his
MSc project. Each algorithm could be used alone or combined with one of two transfor-
mation techniques, the Burrows-Wheeler Transformation (BWT) [5] and Move to Front
(MTF) [1], which can make data more compressible.

GP-zip individuals were linear structures that represent sequences of compression func-
tions with or without transformation functions. Each primitive was treated as a black box
which receives a block of data as input and returns a (typically) smaller block of com-
pressed data as an output. The decision as to which block length to use for the compression
of a file was made by running GP multiple times (each time with a different block length,
based on a bisection strategy) and choosing the one that provided best results. The length
of the file before compression was one of the available block lengths. So, GP-zip could
choose not to divide the file into smaller blocks if this provided better compression. After
evolution, the system glued together sequences of blocks that had been marked to be com-
pressed with the same compression algorithm since compressing them as one block was
more effective.

GP-zip performed well in terms of compression ratios (more on this below). However,
it suffered from a major disadvantage: the long time needed for the execution of the com-
pression which ranged from several hours to a day per megabyte, making the system orders
of magnitude slower than other compression algorithms. A reason for this heavy compu-
tational load was the staged search process which GP-zip used to identify the best block
length.

In further research [18], we proposed a system called GP-zip*, which explored the idea
of allowing the block length to freely vary (across and within individuals) to better adapt
to the data. In GP-zip*, each individual in the population encoded the number of blocks in
which to divide a file and the size of those blocks in addition to the particular algorithms to
be used to compress each block. To manipulate this representation we designed intelligent
crossover and mutation operators which targeted “hot spots” in the parent individuals. For
example, the crossover operator worked by choosing the block with the lowest compression
ratio in the first parent and swapping it with one or more corresponding blocks in the other.

The new representation and operators used in GP-zip* resulted in better compression
ratios. However, GP-zip* was only about 50% faster than GP-zip, thus remaining still sig-
nificantly slower than the other compression algorithms, the time needed for compressing
one megabyte ranging from 6 to 12 hours. This is because, although GP-zip* required only
one GP run instead of the multiple runs used in GP-zip, runs had to be bigger.

Processing times of this magnitude imply that GP-zip and GP-zip* have a relatively small
niche in the compression world. Because decompression is fast but compression is very
slow, they can only be applied in situations where a file needs to be read/transferred and
decompressed many times, such as in the production of movies (e.g., DVDs) or large scale
software distributions. For other applications, however, a better solution is needed.

Before we present GP-zip2 in the next section, we would like to come back to the perfor-
mance of GP-zip and GP-zip*. These algorithms were initially reported as being able of
producing compression ratios significantly superior to all other algorithms against which
they were compared [17, 17, 18, 18]. However, during the review process of this paper
(many thanks to the reviewers for forcing us to look carefully at our data) we found that
a bug affected the performance of such systems. The problem was in the Boolean Min-
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imisation algorithm which we originally adopted also in this work. The bug meant that in
certain conditions Boolean Minimisation produced compressed versions of blocks which
are impossible to decompress. The files or blocks compressed via the faulty algorithm were
typically smaller than those produced by other algorithms, often making evolution prefer
such an algorithm over other primitives. Because of this, previous published results regard-
ing the performance of GP-zip and GP-zip* were incorrect (corrections will be published
in due course).

Having found this problem, we have re-run all experiments with GP-zip and GP-zip*,
omitting the buggy Boolean Minimisation algorithm (see [16]). Naturally, results are in-
ferior to those previously reported. However, they still indicate the promise of the ideas
behind these two systems. For example, when using the same test sets as in [17, 18], GP-
zip is 1.28% better than its closest competitor (WinRar-Best) and 2.39% better than Bzip2,
while GP-zip* is on average 2.60% better than (WinRar-Best) and 3.24% better than Bzip2
on heterogeneous data.

3. GP-zip2

The interpretation of the sequence of bytes contained in a data file entirely depends on
what we know about that file and what our expectations regarding the content of the file
are. In most cases these are determined by the file name and extension (although further
information may also be available). When present, one can use such knowledge about a file
to decide how to compress it, and this is what many off-the-shelf compression algorithms
do. However, when facing unknown data (e.g., an archive in a format unknown to the
operating system) one cannot exploit this information. Also, in order to do really well in
compressing archives we need to go deeper than the level of component files: we need to
be able to identify incompatible data fragments within files and to allocate the best possible
compression model to each. However, no source of information is typically available on
what regularities there are and where they are within each file. Thus, we are left with a
stream of data units but without an interpretation.

To counter this, GP-zip2 tries to spot regularities within the data and associate them with
the best compression technique for such regularities. The exact nature of the regularities
to be exploited and the association with compression algorithms is performed by evolution
during a training phase.

GP-zip2 uses the following five compression algorithms: Arithmetic Coding, Lempel-
Ziv-Welch (LZW), unbounded Prediction by Partial Matching (PPMD), Run-Length En-
coding, and Bzip2. These five compression algorithms were selected because they belong
to different compression categories and are known to commonly perform well with data of
one or more types. For example, PPMD performs best when dealing with natural language
text, run-Length encoding is very powerful with black and white pictures while LZW is
widely used with GIF and TIFF images. The parameters setting of all five algorithms were
selected based on their designers’ recommendations. In addition, GP-zip2 has a “no com-
pression” option, which gives the system the freedom to not compress some parts of the
data.

Unlike GP-zip and GP-zip* which used a linear representation, GP-zip2 uses a multi-
tree representation [21, 11, 26] and a type system to ensure primitives are used correctly.
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Table 1. The primitive set used for the splitter and feature-extractions trees in GP-zip2 individuals.

Primitive Arity Input type(s) Output type

Median, Mean, Average deviation, Standard
deviation, Variance, Signal size, Skew, Kur-
tosis, Entropy

1 Array of integers (0–255) Real number

Plus, Minus, Div, Mul 2 Real numbers Real number

Sin, Cos, Sqrt 1 Real number Real number

List 0 NA Array of integers (0–255)

Each individual includes one splitter tree, and two feature-extraction trees (more on their
function in the next subsections). These trees use the primitive set shown in Table 1 which
allows extracting statistical features out of the byte series associated to a file. Note that,
while these trees use the same primitives, the contents and size of the List terminal are
context-sensitive: in the splitter tree List contains a fragment of data of fixed size which
falls within a specific window (more on this later), while in the feature-extraction trees List
contains a variable-size block of data segmented by the splitter.

3.1. File segmentation

The main job of splitter trees is to split a raw byte-series into meaningful segments, where
by “meaningful” we mean that each segment can be compressed well with one of the
available compression algorithms.

The system moves a sliding window of size L over the given byte-series with steps of S
bytes. At each step the splitter tree is evaluated. This corresponds to applying a function,
fsplitter, to the data in the window. The output of fsplitter is a number which is an abstract
representation of the features of the signal in the window. The system then splits the
byte-series at a particular position if the difference between the output of fsplitter in two
consecutive windows is more than a predefined threshold θ. The operation of the splitter
tree is illustrated in the lower part of Figure 1.

3.2. Classification of Segments

The job of each feature-extraction tree in our GP representation is to analyse statistical
information on the segments identified by the splitter tree using the primitives in Table 1
and condense it into a higher-level numerical feature.

As illustrated in upper part of Figure 1, by using the outputs produced by the two trees
as coordinates, we map each segment into a point in a two-dimensional Euclidean space.
We then use an unsupervised pattern classification approach on the points resulting from
processing a set of training files to discover regularities in them. In particular, we use K-
means clustering to organise blocks (as represented by their two composite features) into
groups. With this algorithm objects within a cluster are similar to each other but dissimilar
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Figure 1. File segmentation in GP-zip2. The splitter tree is repeatedly applied to the data (seen as a 1–D signal)
in a sliding window (bottom). The output in consecutive windows is compared: if the difference is higher than a
threshold θ the data file is split at the window’s position (middle). The blocks identified by the splitter tree are
transformed into points in a 2–D space by the feature-extraction trees (top). During training, K-means then groups
the points (blocks) into clusters (the dashed ellipses in the topmost plot) and the centroids of the clusters (crosses)
are stored for later classification. After training, the same operations are performed, except that K-means is not
invoked. Instead, the distance between a point and the nearest centroid is used to decide which compression
algorithm to apply to a block (see text).
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from objects in other clusters. The advantage is that the experimenter doesn’t need to label
the training set. Also, the approach does not impose constraints on the shape of the clusters.

Our objective is to first cluster the blocks found by the splitter tree in the training set
and then to label each cluster with the compression algorithm that provides the best com-
pression for the segments in the cluster. This allows us to later use the clusters found by
K-means to perform classification of unseen data.

As we will explain in the next section, as part of the fitness evaluation we establish, by
brute force, what is the best algorithm to compress each segment identified by the splitter
tree in the training set. In order to choose the value of K for K-means in the classification
of segments, we count the compression algorithms (out of the available ones) which were
optimal for at least one of the segments.

Naturally, while we can tell K-means to group items in exactly K clusters, being unsu-
pervised, K-means has no way of knowing what each cluster is meant to represent. So,
it might produce clusters that are not suitable to decide which algorithm to use to com-
press unseen blocks of data. For example, at least in principle, K-means might find that
text files naturally form two separate groups (judging from their two composite features),
while perhaps there is a single best algorithm (say PPMD) for compressing them.

To circumvent this problem we don’t act on the K-means algorithm, but we modify the
composite features. That is, we ask GP to come up with two feature-extraction trees that
lead K-means to cluster the segments in the training set in such a way that all segments in a
cluster are optimally compressed by a different compression algorithm. If GP is successful,
K-means is able to group blocks based on their compressibility with a specific algorithm.

A fitness function that guides GP to evolve composite features with the desired properties
is described in the following section.

3.3. Fitness Evaluation

The fitness function has two equally-weighted components which evaluate the quality of
the splitter tree and the quality of the feature-extraction trees, respectively.

After the splitter tree has segmented the training data, its fitness contribution can be com-
puted. This is measured by calculating the maximum achievable compression ratio for the
segments identified by the splitter, which in turn is computed by compressing each segment
with all available compression algorithms. If each compression algorithm is represented by
a function Cx and each segment is represented by Si, we denote with |Cx(Si)| the length
of the i-th segment when compressed with Cx. Then the fitness of the splitter tree can be
expressed as:

fsplitter = 100 −
(∑n

i=1 minx |Cx(Si)|
File Size

× 100
)

(1)

where x ranges over the algorithms in our compression pool.
After file segmentation, the segments identified by the splitter tree are passed to the

feature extraction trees, transformed into 2–D points and clustered by K-means as already
explained. The information about optimal segment compression gathered in the evaluation
of fsplitter is now re-used to label the clusters found by K-means. Labels are chosen
according to the dominant algorithm in each cluster (we break ties randomly).
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At this point the fitness contribution of the feature-extraction trees can be evaluated.
This is based on the quality of the clusters produced by K-means, which is assessed by
their homogeneity and separation.

The homogeneity of a cluster, H(CLi), is the proportion of data points – segments – that
are optimally compressed with the algorithm that labels the cluster. Using the information
that we obtained about the segments and their optimal compressions we can easily find the
total number of segments that should be compressed with a particular compression model.
Any deviations from this optimal value due to clusters containing extra members should
be discouraged. Thus, we use a penalty term λ to deter clusters from acquiring too many
extra members. The penalty is computed as follows:

λ =
K∑

i=1

|Seg(Ci)|
100

×
[
|mem(CLi)| − |mem true label(CLi)|

]
, (2)

where K is the total number of clusters, CLi is the i-th cluster, |mem(CLi)| is the total
number of members (segments) that belong to CLi, |mem true label(CLi)| is the total
number of members that belong to CLi and are optimally compressed with the same com-
pression algorithm that labels the cluster, and |Seg(Ci)| is the total number of segments
that have been optimally compressed with Ci (the compression algorithm that labels CLi).

The contribution to the fitness of the feature-extraction trees deriving from cluster homo-
geneity is

fHomogeneity =
∑K

i=1 H(CLi) − λ

K
. (3)

Homogeneous clusters with objects far apart within a cluster extend the clusters’ bound-
ary and may lead to inaccurate classification of unseen objects. Also, clusters that overlap
are not suitable. Ideal clusters are separated from each other and densely grouped near
their centroids. This is why we also measure and reward the separation of the clusters. The
Davis Bouldin Index (DBI) [3] is used for this purpose.

DBI is a measure of the nearness of the clusters’ members to their centroids in relation
to the distance between clusters’ centroids. A small DBI index indicates well separated
and grouped clusters. Therefore, if we subtract the DBI index from the fitness contribution
associated to the homogeneity of clusters (Equation (3)), we push evolution to separate
clusters (i.e., minimise the DBI). In other words, we treat the DBI as a penalty value.

In summary, we define the fitness of the feature extraction trees as follows:

fFeature−Extraction = fHomogeneity − DBI. (4)

The total fitness of a program can then be expressed as:

f =
fFeature−Extraction + fSplitter

2
. (5)

The performance of the feature-extraction trees depends on the output of the splitter tree.
In certain conditions, the splitter tree may force them to produce classifications which are
unlikely to be suitable to classify unseen data. Let us consider a specific example. Let
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us imagine that an individual’s splitter tree finds only two blocks in a training set and
that each block is best compressed by a different compression algorithm. With only two
blocks, the feature extraction trees within that individual are likely to form two clusters.
Consequently, the system will rate the homogeneity of the clusters as 100% and DBI index
as minimum, resulting in a very high fFeature−Extraction. However, each cluster has only
one data member and, so, clusters are unlikely to be representative of unseen data.

To avoid pathologies of this kind, the system verifies whether the splitter tree has found
a sufficiently large number of blocks. In particular, it penalises trees that obtain less than a
minimum number of blocks for each cluster.

3.4. Training and Testing

The ability of GP-zip2 to find solutions that work well on unseen data depends crucially
on the data used in training. Two main factors have been considered while designing the
training set. Firstly, the training set has to contain enough data and enough diversity of data
types to ensure the generality of the evolved compression algorithms. In deciding which
data to use one should also consider what data types are likely to be compressed by the
end users of the system. Secondly, we should keep in mind that the system will process
the training set many times for each individual in each generation. Thus, the size of the
training data should be small enough to keep run-time under control.

Table 2 summarises key properties of our training archive. This contains 11 different data
types for a total size of 332KB. As we will see, this ensures the generality of the evolved
solutions.

The output at the end of a GP-zip2 run consists of the clusters’ prototypes, a splitter
tree that detects different fragments within a stream of data and the two feature-extraction
trees. Each cluster prototype is defined as the centeroid of the cluster’s members. This
information can be used to compress new data (independently of the GP system).

Since our objective is to evolve compression algorithms which are general-purpose and
can be used on their own many times after evolution, the user is expected to run the system
multiple times until it succeeds in evolving a solution which achieves adequate perfor-
mance on the training set.

Testing/using the system involves compressing unseen files using the trees and clusters
identified during the training phase. It should be noticed that our test set is completely in-
dependent of the training set. When a test file is processed, the file is divided into segments
by the splitter tree as shown in Figure 1. These are then fed into the feature-extraction trees
and projected into a two-dimensional space as was done during training and is illustrated in
Figure 1. However, unlike during training, after this stage we do not invoke K-means. In-
stead, each block is assigned to the cluster whose centeroid is closest (in terms of Euclidean
distance) to the block’s two-dimensional feature vector. The block is then compressed with
the compression algorithm associated to the closest centeroid.

Files can be compressed in two different ways: in gluing mode consecutive segments
that have been assigned to the same compression algorithm are compressed as one (bigger)
block; in non-gluing mode each segment is compressed independently. In our experiments
the system tried both methods and used the one that provided the highest compression for
each file. In most cases, the winning approach was the non-gluing one. (In our tests, the
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Table 2. Summary of types and sizes of the files used for the training and testing of GP-zip2.

Phase File types Total size of file set

Training pdf, exe, CPP code, gif, jpg, xls, ppt, mp3, mp4, txt, xml 332 KB

Testing pdf, exe, CPP code, gif, jpg, xls, ppt, mp3, mp4, txt, xml, Unicode
txt, accdb, tif, wmv, mov, ps, docx, Flv, HTML, lisp code, GUN

133.5 MB

difference in compression ratios between gluing and non-gluing was always ≤ 1%. Since
the splitter tree does a good job at finding the boundaries between different data types, the
system rarely uses the same compression method for many consecutive chunks.)

For comparison Table 2 also includes key properties of the test set we used to check the
generality of evolved compression algorithms. This contains 22 different data types within
12 archives, for a total of over 130MB of test data. The test set contains both homogeneous
and heterogeneous files. Furthermore, it contains file types similar to those used in the
training set as well as new data types to which the algorithm has not been exposed during
training. (More details on the test set are provided in Table 3.)

3.5. Search Operators

In GP-zip2, we used the standard genetic operators: sub-tree crossover, sub-tree mutation
and reproduction. Naturally, the genetic operators take the multi-tree representation of
individuals as well as the types of primitives into account.

There are several options for applying genetic operators to a multi-tree representation,
but it is unclear which technique is best. In [29] it was argued that crossing over trees at
different positions might result in swapping useless genetic material resulting in weaker
offspring. On the contrary, [4] suggested that restricting the crossover positions is mislead-
ing for evolution. What’s best appears to depend on the semantics of the representation.

In preliminary experiments we tried a variety of approaches and found that the fol-
lowing works well in GP-zip2. Let T i

c be the cth tree of individual i, where c ∈
{splitter, feature−extractorx, feature−extractory}. The system selects an operator
with a predefined probability for each T i

c . In crossover, a restriction is applied so that split-
ter trees can only be crossed over with splitter trees. However, the feature−extractorx

tree of one parent can be crossed over with either the feature−extractorx or the
feature−extractory of the other. The feature−extractory trees are treated symmetri-
cally.

3.6. Decompression Process

Since GP-zip2 divides the data into segments and compresses them with different models,
it is necessary for the decompression process to know which segment was compressed with
which compression algorithm. Thus, GP-zip2 files start with a header which provides this
information.
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The header consists of a sequence of 2-bytes words corresponding to successive blocks
of input data. Each of these words is divided into two parts. The first 4 bits encode the
algorithm used to compress a segment; the remaining 12 bits encode the length of the
compressed segment. A special character marks the end of the header. Note that the size of
the header depends on the number of identified segments. However, generally, the header’s
size is insignificant in comparison with the size of the original (uncompressed) file.

4. Experiments

4.1. Testing strategy and data

The evaluation of compression algorithms can be either analytical or empirical [2]. Gen-
erally, the analytical evaluation is expressed as the compression ratio versus the entropy of
the source, which is assumed to belong to a specific class [2]. However, such an evaluation
is not accurate and may not be broadly applicable. In an empirical evaluation, instead, the
algorithm is tested with a collection of real files. The difficulty of this method resides in
the ability of generalising compression results beyond the domain of the experimentation.

One might imagine that for the perfect evaluation of an algorithm one should test it with
all possible files and find the average compression ratio over them. This approach, however,
is not only computationally unfeasible, but also theoretically flawed: as indicated in sec-
tion 1 there is no compression algorithm that can compress all files types effectively [33].
Therefore, the empirical evaluation really needs to focus on the files that are likely to be
compressed by users. Other criteria for selecting experimental files are detailed in [2]: here
we tried to satisfy them all. Of course, the more files are included in the experiments, the
more accurate the characterisation of the behaviour of the algorithm is, but also the more
computational intensive the testing is.

Table 3 presents a list of the 12 archives that have been used in the experiments. Together
these are over 130MB of test data, which we felt is reasonably representative of typical
computer use, while still remaining computationally feasible with the hardware available
to us. Archives contain both homogeneous and heterogeneous sets of data. The files within
the archives were chosen in such a way to ensure that each archive contains a unique
combination of 22 file distinct types (see Table 2). The main aim of the tests was to
assess the system’s performance under a variety of circumstances and determine whether
the compression algorithms evolved by the system can be used as general-purpose file
compressors.

GP-zip2 was compared against Arithmetic Coding, Lempel-Ziv-Welch, unbounded Pre-
diction by Partial Matching, Run Length Encoding, Winzip, and WinRar.

In addition, we included in the comparison a simple baseline method suggested by one of
the reviewers of this article which requires no machine learning techniques. The baseline
method applies all compression algorithms available to GP-zip2 on each individual file
in an archive. For each file, it saves the shortest compressed version. Finally, it places
all resulting compressed files into an archive, which is then taken to be the compressed
version of the original archive.

For the reasons explained in Section 2.3 Boolean Minimisation was omitted both as a
comparison algorithm and as a primitive available to the system.
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Table 3. Details of the types and sizes of the files present in the archives used for testing GP-zip2.

Archive Files Size (KB)

Text English translation of The Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas, Anne of Green
Gables by Lucy Maud Montgomery, 1995 CIA World Fact Book

4,822

Exe DOW Chemical Analysis program,Windows95/98NetscapeNavigat,Linux 2.x, PINE
e-mail program

4,824

Archive1 Mp3 Music, Excel sheet, Certificate card replacement form PDF http://www.
padi.com/, Anne of Green Gables by Lucy Maud Montgomery (text file)

1,474

Archive2 PowerPoint slides, JPEG file, C++ source code, Mp4 Video (5 seconds) 2,458
Archive3 GIF file ,Unicode text file (Arabic language), GP-zip* executable file, Xml file 1,384
Archive4* GP-symbolic regression system, MS Access database file, Text file. 34,069
Archive5* JPG (picture of faces), Word file (résumé), Tif (Fax cover), WMV movie 6:25 minutes 19,309
Archive6 Windows95/98 Application, JPG picture of sea and sky, Text book, Tif picture Lena,

Resume.xml
2,518

Archive7 Exe application (file splitter program), JPG picture, Text file (book), XML database 694
Archive8* Java code (Tiny GP), Mov (high definition file movie), PS file (Journal paper) 56,883
Archive9* PDF file, Docx Word 2007, FLV video 3:09 minutes 2,793
Canterbury
corpus*

English text, fax image, C code, Excel sheet, Technical writing, SPARC exe, English
poetry, HTML, lisp code, GUN Manual Page, play text.

2,276

Total size 133.5 MB

* Contains data types to which the algorithm was not exposed during training.

Table 4. Tableau of the GP-zip2’s parameter settings used in our experiments.

Parameter Value

Population size 100
Maximum number of generations 30
Crossover probability 90%
Mutation probability 5%
Reproduction probability 5%
Tournament selection with tournaments of size 5
Initialisation ramped half-and-half

Window size for splitter tree (L) 100
Window step for splitter tree (S) 50
Splitter tree threshold (θ) 10
Number of feature-extraction trees 2

The experiments presented here were performed using the parameter values shown in
Table 4. Parameters were set partly by using values commonly found in the GP literature
and by performing a variety of preliminary experiments and selecting the values that gave
us good results while keeping the processing time under control. More information on our
choice of parameter values is provided in Section 4.5.

It is practically impossible to determine the best fitness level that could be reached with
realistic training sets in GP-zip2. So, we decided not to set any termination condition
for the system. However, based on the experience gained in preliminary runs, we set the
maximum number of generations for runs to a value that ensured improvements to the
best-of-run fitness had almost stopped by the last generation.
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4.2. GP-zip2 behaviour across runs and test files

GP-zip2’s performance has been measured through 15 independent runs, each of which
evolved a compression system. Below we present and discuss the results.

Let us start with the traditional fitness plots. Plots of the overall fitness of the best-of-
generation program averaged across runs are shown in Figure 2 together with the averages
of the fitness components associated with the splitter tree and with the feature-extraction
trees. As the “overall fitness” plot illustrates, generation after generation GP-zip2 success-
fully and reliably (note the small standard error of the mean) produces a sequence of ever
improving best-of-generation individuals.

Looking at the two components of the fitness, we see that the fitness of the splitter tree
starts relatively high and improves at a lower rate than the other component. This is be-
cause the splitter’s fitness represents the compression ratio (for the training set) obtained
by testing all compression algorithms on each block and picking the best result. So, even
with random blocks (such as those produced by the splitter tree at generation 1), we can
still achieve good compression. However, generation after generation this fitness compo-
nent improves, as better and better splitter trees are found. The feature-extraction fitness
shows more dynamics. Part of this is, of course, due to the fact that feature extractors are
initially random and evolution needs time to improve them. However, the dynamics is also
determined by the fact that the performance of the feature-extraction trees depends on the
quality of the segments extracted by the splitter tree. So, improvements to the latter tend
to produce subsequent positive effects on the former.

While this is encouraging, the acid test for GP-zip2 is clearly its performance on unseen
data. Table 5 reports the results obtained by applying each of the 15 best-of-run programs
obtained in our runs to compress the 12 different archives in the test set. More specifically,
the second column lists the average compression achieved for each archive by our best-of-
run programs. The third column shows the corresponding standard deviations. The fourth
column reports the compression ratios obtained by the best overall best-of-run program
on each archive. The fifth column illustrates the performance of the worst overall best-
of-run algorithm on each archive. Finally, the last two columns show the best and worst
compression ratios achieved by any of the 15 best-of-run programs evolved by GP-zip2.

There are several things worth noticing in this table. For example, we find that, as illus-
trated by the second column, runs of GP-zip2 were able to evolve compression algorithms
which generally do a very good job at compressing multi-file archives. Also, as shown
by the relatively small standard deviations in column 3 and the worst performance figures
listed in columns 5 and 7, in these tests GP-zip2 was very reliable, producing effective
compression algorithms in all runs.

We should note that the standard strategy used in GP practice to identify solutions to a
problem is to perform multiple runs with that problem and then pick the best best-of-run
program as its solution. In the case of GP-zip2, the compression algorithm a user would
likely choose after our set of 15 runs is the best-of-run program that showed the best aver-
age performance over the 12 archives in the test set. If we look at the performance of such
a program (reported in column 4 of the table), we find that this strategy is certainly a very
good one, the designated solution being 3.75% better than average while also staying very
general (the program produces above-average compression ratios in 11 out of 12 archives).
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Figure 2. Evolution of best-of-generation fitness during our experiments. The two components of the fitness (the
average fitness associate with the splitter tree and the one associated with the feature-extraction trees) are also
plotted. Bars represent the standard errors of the means.

It is clear that the strategy is effective but relatively wasteful since it completely discards
all other best-of-run results. In the case of GP-zip2, there is also an alternative, albeit more
expensive, strategy which avoids wasting all other best-of-run algorithms: when given a
file to compress, one can execute each of the 15 best-of-run programs evolved by GP-zip2
on the data and pick the result with the best compression ratio. As illustrated in column 6
of table 5, this approach can further improve results. Naturally, this requires a compres-
sion effort 15 times bigger than for a single program. However, when the data needs to be
compressed only once (as, for example, in large scale software distributions) and decom-
pressed many times, the extra compression overhead associated with this technique might
be acceptable.

4.3. GP-zip2 vs standard compression algorithms

Table 6 shows the compression ratios obtained on each of our 12 test archives by standard
compression algorithms, the baseline method described in Section 4.1, the best best-of-run
program evolved by GP-zip2 and the strategy highlighted above of testing all 15 best-of-
run programs sequentially. As one can see from the mean compression ratios at the bottom
of the table, both GP-zip2 compression systems outperform the other seven algorithms. In
fact, the sequential GP-zip2 strategy is better than them on 8 out of 12 archives and second
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Table 5. Archive-by-archive analysis of the compression ratios obtained by the best-of-run programs evolved in
15 independent runs of GP-zip2.

File Compression
Average for all
experiments

Standard
Deviation

Best Run
overall

Worst Run
overall

Best Com-
pression in
all experi-
ments

Worst
Compres-
sion in all
experiments

Archive1 32.22 5.58 35.36 20.42 35.98 17.13
Archive2 3.50 0.30 3.34 3.71 3.93 2.91
Archive3 60.27 13.78 66.66 20.67 66.69 20.67
Archive4 90.20 2.75 91.46 91.08 91.65 80.42
Archive5 8.96 0.68 9.73 8.44 9.90 7.42
Archive6 53.68 12.26 59.89 57.32 59.90 13.15
Archive7 70.88 3.35 72.76 70.52 72.76 58.98
Archive8 18.94 0.77 19.65 17.26 19.95 17.26
Archive9 3.01 0.41 3.71 3.24 3.71 2.25
Canterbury 68.35 13.65 77.94 46.18 80.76 35.37
Exe 59.33 9.03 67.86 40.20 67.86 38.77
Text 74.25 11.49 80.29 52.79 80.44 44.47

Mean 45.30 6.17 49.05 35.99 49.46 28.23
StdDev 30.53 5.51 32.61 28.27 32.74 24.07

in a further 3 while the best-overall GP-zip2 strategy is better in 7 archives and second in a
further 3. Only WinRar-Best can get anywhere near our evolved algorithms, beating them
only on 4 archives. Note that WinRar is a proprietary compression algorithm whose inter-
nal details are not publicly available. This is done so as to maintain its competitive edge
over other commercial and open-source techniques. So, the fact that GP-zip2 can improve
on WinRar is a significant achievement, suggesting, in fact, the human-competitiveness
(in the sense of [22]) of the results produced by the system. The reason why GP-zip2 can
achieve better compression ratios is that it makes use of the available compression algo-
rithms (i.e., AC, PPMD, LZW, RLE, Bzip2) in such a way to best match the nature of the
data. Also, GP-zip2 can choose to not compress some parts of the data (which may be
necessary when fragments of data are not compressible).

The sequential GP-zip2 strategy was not overall best on the Text, Archive4, Archive5 and
Canterbury data sets. Let us briefly discuss the reasons for this. Firstly, we should note
that the Text archive is composed of homogeneous sets of files. Thus, it is best compressed
with a single model. Secondly, the Canterbury corpus is often used as a reference for com-
parison of compression algorithms. Thus, highly optimised compression software is often
tuned to maximise compression on such a dataset (we did not do this in GP-zip2), with
potentially deleterious consequences for other data types. Also, the high compressibility
of the dataset indicates that, despite it being heterogeneous, effectively the entropy of the
binary data it contains may be atypically low (making it similar to a text archive). So, it
is not surprising to see that GP-zip2 was not best on the Canterbury corpus. Finally, we
should note that a big part of Archive4 consists of an Access database file — a type of
data which was not part of the training set — and that Archive5 included 6 minutes and 25
seconds of WMV video to which GP-zip2 had not been exposed during training.
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Table 6. Performance comparison (compression ratio %) between GP-zip2 and other techniques.

File Winzip -
Bzip2

WinRar
- Best

PPMD LZW RLE AC Baseline
Method

GP-
zip2
Best

GP-
zip2
Se-
quen-
tial

Archive1 32.90 34.04 33.32 1.14 -15.47 9.98 33.90 35.36 35.98
Archive2 3.90 3.19 3.90 -43.98 -13.75 0.70 4.16 3.34 3.93
Archive3 64.49 65.99 64.36 43.62 9.16 27.62 65.78 66.66 66.69
Archive4 90.96 93.13 90.73 -24.74 -2.37 58.25 91.00 91.46 91.65
Archive5 7.98 11.17 8.64 -36.17 -7.05 2.73 8.75 9.73 9.90
Archive6 50.61 56.33 49.07 -3.66 -7.00 11.89 51.83 59.89 59.90
Archive7 68.64 64.21 70.76 33.62 -6.99 33.98 71.19 72.76 72.76
Archive8 15.68 14.41 18.74 -47.74 -7.46 5.40 18.73 19.65 19.95
Archive9 2.94 3.31 2.28 -41.54 -11.97 0.30 3.30 3.71 3.71
Canterbury 80.48 85.15 81.19 15.61 6.55 41.41 81.83 77.94 80.76
Exe 57.86 64.68 61.84 35.75 -4.66 17.47 62.19 67.86 67.86
Text 77.88 81.42 79.95 56.47 -11.34 37.77 80.17 80.29 80.44

Mean 46.20 48.09 47.07 -0.97 -6.03 20.62 47.73 49.05 49.46
StdDev 32.20 33.24 32.43 37.67 7.20 18.90 32.50 32.60 32.74

Table 7. Details on an additional test set including archives which contained file types not in
the training set.

Archive Files Size

Archive10 PDF, doc, xlsx 229KB
Archive11 Ram, bmp, ppt 6.35MB
Archive12 Gif, ppt, ps, ram 2.57MB
Archive13 Mp3, hh, gif 3.27MB
Archive14 pdf, tif, dat 339KB
Calgary Standard benchmark 2.66MB
Worms2Demo10OctA Free game Demo - Standard benchmark 10.1MB
Chess MAC Free game Demo 4.95MB

The performance of GP-zip2’s solutions was very close to that of its best competitors in
the few cases where it did not beat them. However, the slight reduction in performance on
Archive4 and Archive5 prompted us to further verify the generality of GP-zip2’s evolved
solutions with files which presented more marked differences from the training set. To do
so we created a second test set containing 8 new files. Five of these files were archives
containing a combination of seen and unseen file types. New file types included: doc,
xlsx, ram and dat. Also, we included two popular benchmarks in the compression field
— Calgary and Worms2Demo — as well as ChessMAC which is a chess game for the
Macintosh platform. We should note that Calgary is an old benchmark containing file
types that are not in common use anymore, and that the training set did not include any
Macintosh executables.

Table 7 lists the file types and archive sizes for the new test set and Table 8 reports the
performance of the best evolved program and the sequential strategy on it. These further
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Table 8. Performance comparison (compression ratio %) between GP-zip2 and other techniques on the test set in Table 7.

File Winzip
-
Bzip2

WinRar
- Best

PPMD LZW RLE AC Baseline
Method

GP-
zip2
Best

GP-
zip2
Se-
quen-
tial

Archive10 26.89 28.81 27.96 -8.47 2.34 8.30 28.54 29.29 30.96
Archive11 24.59 21.73 23.58 -19.37 -10.92 2.68 24.74 27.57 27.63
Archive12 42.94 45.47 43.59 -7.06 -0.20 7.39 44.48 47.25 47.90
Archive13 4.77 4.57 3.65 -38.54 -11.18 0.92 4.77 5.70 5.70
Archive14 5.33 8.88 4.72 -37.17 10.52 1.18 5.98 9.20 10.88
ChessMAC 68.88 71.37 71.28 48.14 26.39 32.73 75.89 72.35 75.32
Worms2Demo 2.32 2.71 2.85 -41.74 -11.46 0.16 2.01 2.41 2.46
Calgary 73.28 70.57 75.40 48.20 3.88 32.91 75.85 69.84 70.73

Mean 31.12 31.76 31.63 -7.00 1.17 10.78 32.78 32.95 33.95
StdDev 28.27 27.98 29.38 36.55 12.21 13.92 30.19 27.77 28.36

tests confirm that GP-zip2’s evolved solutions generalise well. Both GP-zip2’s approaches
were best in 5 out of 8 archives, second best in one case (ChessMAC), and not too far from
the best in the remaining two cases (Calgary and Worms2Demo). This is a remarkable
result given that the algorithms had to deal with a variety of new file types.

Let us now turn our attention to the computational effort involved in the use of GP-zip2
and its evolved solutions. GP-zip2 runs lasted between 300 and 420 minutes on an AWS
cloud computing virtual PC with 2 EC2 Compute Units.2 On average GP-zip2 training
required 388 minutes to evolve a competitive solution in our 15 independent runs (the
standard deviation of the training time is approximately 37 minutes). Also, the best-of-
run individuals produced by GP-zip2 took only between 5 and 10 minutes to perform the
compression of the 133.5MB of data in our larger test set (mean 472 seconds, standard de-
viation 109 seconds). In other words, on average, GP-zip2 evolved programs can compress
a reasonable 0.28MB per second.

For comparison, in table 9, we show the processing times required by standard compres-
sion algorithms when compressing our test set using the same machine. It is clear that
GP-zip2 data compressors are substantially slower than most other algorithms, the closest
being PPMD which can compress 0.42MB per second. However, we should note that most
of the algorithms in the table have highly optimised implementations, while the optimisa-
tion of the implementation of GP-zip2 was a secondary objective in our research agenda.
Also, while GP-zip2 is slower than most, it is not impractical. As is, it could compress the
contents of a 4.7GB data DVD in less than 8 hours, e.g., overnight. Also, it is likely that an
optimised multi-core implementation of GP-zip2 could bring its processing times on par
with its commercial rivals, while delivering superior compression.

4.4. Analysis of Evolved Solutions

It is interesting to look at the behaviour of the best-of-run solutions evolved by GP-zip2.
One way to do this is to study how they split archives of files and what algorithms they
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Table 9. Processing times required by different com-
pression algorithms when compressing our 133.5MB
test set.

Algorithm Time in seconds Megabyte/second

WinZip-bzip2 103 1.30
WinRar-Best 116 1.15
PPMD 320 0.42
LZW 54 2.49
RLE 1.33 100.6
AC 154 0.87

GP-zip2 472 ± 109 0.28

allocate to the data segments. Figure 3 illustrates the typical behaviour of the best-of-
run algorithms on a small test archive (Archive10, see table 7) containing a PDF, a Word
document and an Excel spreadsheet.

As shown in the figure, there is significant consistency in the behaviour of solutions.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 3(d) most compressors treat the Excel file and to a
lesser extent also the PDF file as a single block, while attempting to fragment the DOC
file into multiple block, which is reasonable given the variability in its byte-values (see
Figure 3(b)). Also, note the twin peaks in Figure 3(d) corresponding to the transition from
PDF to DOC and from DOC to Excel, respectively, and the secondary peak in the middle
of the PDF file which is precisely aligned with a change in its byte frequency distribution.

Clearly, GP-zip2 detects significant transitions in byte statistics and correctly attempts to
exploit them.

4.5. GP-zip2’s Parameter Settings

Like other GP systems, GP-zip2 is controlled by a certain number of parameters (see ta-
ble 2). Naturally these parameters have a significant influence on the system’s perfor-
mance. The population was kept very small (100 individuals) and runs short (30 gener-
ations) because of the computational load involved in each fitness evaluation. The other
GP parameters in the upper part of Table 4 were initially set to values commonly found in
the literature and then adjusted in preliminary runs so as provide a reasonable trade-off be-
tween run time and quality of the evolved solutions. For example, we used relatively large
tournaments in relation to the population size because of the small number of generations
adopted.

During these experiments we also identified reasonable regions in parameter space for
the GP-zip2-specific variables in the bottom part of Table 4. In relation to the parameter
θ associated with the splitter tree we found that the value 10 was a reasonable assignment
but also that small changes in θ did not significantly affect performance, which isn’t un-
expected since evolution can easily change the magnitude of the outputs of the splitter
tree.

To avoid boundary effects, in the experiments we always set S = 50 so that consecu-
tive windows overlapped, and we did not need to revisit this choice. However, we found
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Figure 3. Analysis of GP-zip2’s allocation of compression algorithms to a test archive. The test archive, repre-
sented in (a) as a strip, contains three files: a PDF (filling approximately 60% of the archive), a Word document
(approx 20% of the archive) and an Excel document (approx 20% of the archive). As illustrated in Figure 1,
archives are processed as 1–D signals by the splitter and feature extraction trees in GP-zip2 individuals. The
signal corresponding to the test archive in (a) is plotted in (b). Data in (b) were sub-sampled by factor of 10
for clearer visualisation. The allocation of compression algorithms to different parts of the test archive by the
different best-of-run individuals produced in our runs is shown in (c). Algorithm allocations in (c) have been
sorted by compression ratio to highlight similarities and differences in behaviour. In (d) we plot the number of
compression-algorithm transitions along the length of the test archive averaged across the algorithm allocations
shown in (c). The transitions plot in (d) has been smoothed for a clearer visualisation.
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Figure 4. Mean best fitness vs. generation for different splitter tree’s window sizes (L). Data-points represents
averages over in 15 independent runs.

that the value of L was quite important. An excessively large window may conceal useful
statistical variations within the data, resulting in too few blocks that can be compressed
less effectively. An excessively small window, instead, will make the statistics less reliable
(being based on fewer data-points), which, in turn, leads to an excessive fragmentation
of the data, with potentially poor compression results. Also, since each fragment is inde-
pendently processed by the feature extraction trees, excessive fragmentation may lead to
significantly longer evolution times.

The preliminary experiments suggested that a value of L of a few hundred bytes was
appropriate. Within this region we performed a more systematic exploration of the per-
formance as a function of L. Figure 4 show GP-zip2 performance in 60 different runs
with four different sliding window sizes (15 runs for each window size). The plots sug-
gest that higher end-of-run fitness is associated with smaller windows. Indeed, both the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicate that L = 100 and
L = 200 are statistically significantly superior to L = 300 and L = 400. Based on the av-
erage fitness of L = 100 being slightly superior to that of L = 200, we, therefore, decided
to go for L = 100.

The last parameter we need to look at is the number of feature extraction trees used by
GP-zip2 (see last row of Table 4). It is reasonable to question whether the choice of using
two feature-extraction trees rather than some other number is optimal. On the one hand,
one would expect that using more feature-extraction trees would provide more information
to GP-zip2’s classification algorithm (K-means) which, consequently, would be able to
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provide a more accurate classification. On the other hand, increasing the dimensionality of
the feature space makes fitness evaluation slower. Furthermore, the size of the search space
increases exponentially with the number of feature trees. So, one should expect that the
optimal number of feature-extraction trees for GP-zip2 will be the result of a compromise
between these antagonistic forces.

To study this trade-off, we varied the number of feature-extraction trees from 1 to 3. Per-
formance was measured via 15 independent runs (5 runs for each dimension). For each run
we measured the quality of the evolved program by calculating average compression ratio
on the test set (results not reported). We found that the system’s performance improved sig-
nificantly as the number of dimensions increases from 1 to 2. However, there was almost
not further improvement when we used three feature extraction trees. Since, training time
was, instead, significantly increased, we decided to set the number of feature-extraction
trees to two.

5. Conclusions

An ideal compression system should be able to identify incompatible data fragments
(within and across files) and allocate the best possible compression model for each frag-
ment quickly and in such a way to minimise the total size of the compressed version of the
file. Here we have proposed a system, GP-zip2, which we feel is one step closer to this
ideal general-purpose compression model.

The GP-zip and GP-zip* systems we developed in earlier research [17, 18] influenced
the development of GP-zip2. For example, we adopted the primitives, the block splitting
and block gluing strategies developed earlier. However, in order to overcome the severe
limitations of such systems in terms of computational load during the compression phase,
we completely re-designed the decision making and learning strategies for GP-zip2.

Our guiding idea was to divide the task into three simpler ones: splitting files into blocks
(using a function especially evolved for that task), extracting features from the blocks (us-
ing feature-extractors especially evolved so as to best relate the characteristics of the blocks
to their compressibility with the algorithms in the primitive set), and finally classifying the
segments into different families based on their compressibility features.

This approach has produced a system that outperforms seven state-of-the-art compres-
sion algorithms, including the well know WinZip/biz2 and WinRar. It comes top on het-
erogeneous files and is never too far behind the best with other types of data. In the highly
competitive world of lossless compression, where differences in compression ratios of frac-
tions of a percent can make the difference between widespread use and obsolescence, we
feel that the results obtained by GP-zip2 are remarkable and satisfy several of the criteria
for human-competitiveness proposed by Koza [22].

In addition to providing excellent compression, GP-zip2 has other advantages. The divi-
sion of data files into blocks, for example, allows one to decompress a section of the data
without processing the entire file. This is particularly useful, for example, if the data are
decompressed for streaming purposes or to create efficient compressed file systems. Also,
most operations in GP-zip2 can be parallelised thereby allowing the full exploitation of the
power of modern multi-core CPUs (e.g., different cores can decompress separate blocks).
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Although GP-zip2 has achieved good results, its performance depends on the knowledge
it acquires during evolution. Thus, users need to carefully select the training set according
to their needs. A significant advantage with our method, from that point of view, is that
the user is not required to manually split data files optimally and then label them with a
compression algorithm to create a training set (all of which would be extremely difficult to
do). Instead, everything is delegated to evolution and the K-means algorithm.

Naturally, on an ordinary PC, GP-zip2 runs require several hours to complete and this
is certainly a disadvantage over traditional systems, although not a long lasting one since,
once an acceptable compressor is evolved, further evolution is not required. Another dis-
advantage of GP-zip2 is that evolved solutions are still significantly slower than standard
compression algorithms.

In future research we will concentrate on this last aspect of GP-zip2 as further substan-
tial improvements can be expected. Furthermore, in the future we will investigate the use
of different interpretations for the raw data in files (i.e., looking at them as sequences of
2-byte or 4-byte integers). Also, clustering signals using more sophisticated classification
techniques is likely to provide further improvements to the system’s performance. In ad-
dition, since GP-zip2 tends to exploit and outperform the compression models available
to it, it is reasonable to expect that by providing a larger number of compression models
to GP-zip2 further improvements in performance might be obtained. Another interesting
research avenue is the idea of storing the state of GP runs in such a way to make it possi-
ble to restart evolution if it becomes apparent that the current best compression model is
unsuitable for new data files.
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Notes

1. To be fair, in the bzip2 algorithm some regularities may be captured in particularly large files as a byproduct of
its splitting files into large blocks for the purpose of keeping its memory footprint under control. For example,
at the highest compression setting bzip2 splits files into 900KB blocks. However, each block is processed via
exactly the same stages of analysis and compression.

2. One EC2 Compute Unit provides the equivalent CPU capacity of a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon
processor.
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